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The undergraduate pharmaceutical education system including extension of school years and content

of curricula is currently undergoing drastic changes in Japan.  Accordingly, the Pharmaceutical Society

of Japan(PSJ) Board of Council is organizing this half-day symposium to focus on the anticipated new

changes in pharmaceutical research and the graduate school system.  First, we will present various

aspects of current Japan's pharmaceutical research (manpower, money allocated, output, etc.).  Then we

will consider and discuss our future position in Japanese sciences, our future contributions to pharma-

ceutical sciences worldwide, the new graduate school system, and the more influential  output of our

research achievements. We hope to make a greater commitment and contributions to society and play a

more important role in the academic world.  

The keynote speakers include Profs. E. Kimura (President of the PSJ), T. Kawasaki (PSJ Committee

member for the Japan Science Council), Y. Sugiyama (International Pharmaceutical Federation, Chair-

man of the Board of Pharmaceutical Sciences), T. Horiuchi (PSJ Chairman of Medicinal Pharmaceutical

Sciences), Mr. K. Kitayama (Ministery of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and  Technology), Profs.

Y. Kirino (Dean, Tokyo University Graduate School of Pharamaceutical Sciences), and Y. Nomura (Edi-

tor-in-Chief,  Biological and Pharmaceutical Bulletin).

Pharmaceutical Sciences in the "Post-Info Age"

We are now living in the information age. Both fast computers and the Internet are readily accessible

to most of the public. Vast amounts of information in any field can be obtained over the Internet. Never-

theless, software for information communication tools remains insufficient. It is certain that the "post-

info age" will soon arrive. "Information" as a subject of research will have to change the focus from

"speed and quantity" and "hardware and networks" to "how and what" and "software and application".

We believe that the situation does not differ in the field of pharmaceutical sciences. People in this field

already have sufficient hardware for analyzing medical and pharmaceutical data as well as for de novo

drug design. From now, researchers in the field of pharmainformatics must develop software for pharma-

ceutical sciences as well as its application to pharmaceutical data to assimilate the greatest quantity of

hardware. Otherwise, pharmaceutical scientists will not be able to enjoy fully the benefits of information

technology.

This symposium will discuss the study of computer-aided optimization of pharmaceutical formula-

tions, pharmacokinetics using mathematical science, drug information, and pharmacoepidemiology,

which will certainly be the basis of pharmaceutical information sciences in this century.

Organizers: Tatsuya Takagi (Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences,  Osaka University)
Kozo Takayama (Department of Pharmaceutics, Hoshi University)
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